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Abstract

The relationship between language model tok-
enization and performance is an open area of re-
search. Here, we investigate how different tok-
enization schemes impact number agreement in
Spanish plurals. We find that morphologically-
aligned tokenization performs similarly to other
tokenization schemes, even when induced arti-
ficially for words that would not be tokenized
that way during training. We then present
exploratory analyses demonstrating that lan-
guage model embeddings for different plural
tokenizations have similar distributions along
the embedding space axis that maximally dis-
tinguishes singular and plural nouns. Our re-
sults suggest that morphologically-aligned tok-
enization is a viable tokenization approach, and
existing models already generalize some mor-
phological patterns to new items. However, our
results indicate that morphological tokenization
is not strictly required for performance.

1 Introduction

In natural language processing (NLP) pipelines, to-
kenizers segment unstructured text into smaller,
discrete constituents (“tokens”) for further process-
ing. Importantly, different tokenizers can incur
performance and efficiency trade-offs. Assigning
a unique token to each word in a corpus may lead
to high-precision semantic representations, but the
resulting models might be less robust to unseen
words and require more computational resources.

Most existing tokenizers allow words to be de-
composed into subword tokens (Sennrich et al.,
2016; Kudo and Richardson, 2018). They can do
so along morphological boundaries (e.g. books
to [‘book’, ‘##s’]), but this behavior is not guar-
anteed. Segmenting words into their lemmas and
morphemes might simultaneously allow models
to more robustly learn morphosyntactic patterns,
more efficiently represent such patterns, and better

*Equal contribution.

generalize to novel words. (An analogous question
concerning the storage of whole words vs. learning
generalizable rules exists within human psycholin-
guistics research, e.g., Ullman, 2016).

In the current work, we ask whether and
how the tokenization strategy employed facili-
tates successful language model predictions. We
evaluate the effect of three types of plural
noun tokenization in Spanish—single-token plu-
rals, morphemically-tokenized plurals, and non-
morphemically-tokenized plurals—in the context
of a masked article prediction task (§4).1 We focus
on tokenization schemes for plural forms in Span-
ish, as it offers relatively simple and frequent exam-
ples of morphologically complex words. Spanish
leverages two primary plural marking strategies,
which are highly predictable for any given lemma.
We specifically focus on cases where the plural
form is composed of the singular form with the
addition of ‘-s’ or ‘-es’.

We find that tokenization schemes are differen-
tially successful, although the effect is small, and
article agreement accuracy is high across all tok-
enization types. Artificial tokenization schemes,
where we coerce an initially single-token or non-
morphemically-tokenized plural into a morphemic
representation, leads to successful task perfor-
mance, but does not improve performance be-
yond the original tokenization scheme. In an
exploratory analysis, we compare singular and
plural form embeddings across all tokenization
schemes. We find axes with high overlap be-
tween all plural forms (regardless of tokenization
scheme) and high discriminability between plural
and singular forms, but other axes can still sepa-
rate different plural tokenization schemes. This
work contributes to a growing literature examin-
ing the impact of tokenization on the language

1Note that this categorization scheme mirrors an approach
taken in contemporaneous work, using the labels “vocab”,
“morph”, and “alien”, respectively.
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modeling objective. Code and data are avail-
able: https://github.com/catherinearnett/
spanish-plural-agreement.

2 Related Work

Several studies have investigated morpho-syntactic
agreement in BERT-style models across multiple
languages (Linzen et al., 2016; Mueller et al., 2020;
Edmiston, 2020; Pérez-Mayos et al., 2021, inter
alia), finding generally high agreement accuracy.
In a subject-verb agreement task, however, BETO
incurs a relatively high rate of agreement errors
for certain Spanish nouns (despite the ability to
extend number agreement to novel words; Haley,
2020). It is unclear to what extent degraded perfor-
mance is attributable to tokenization scheme, but
the word “comanas”—listed as an example of a
frequently mis-numbered word—is tokenized non-
morphemically into [‘coman’, ‘##as’].

Indeed, recent work has demonstrated that
morphologically-aware tokenization improves NLP
model performance on a variety of downstream
benchmarks (Park et al., 2020; Hofmann et al.,
2021; Toraman et al., 2023; Jabbar, 2024; Uzan
et al., 2024). Most relevantly, Batsuren et al. (2024)
devise a tool to classify English words in terms
of whether they are stored as single tokens (“vo-
cab”), as multiple morphemic tokens (“morph”), or
as multiple non-morphemic tokens (“alien”). The
authors find that how multi-morphemic English
words are tokenized is correlated with the language
model’s downstream performance on several tasks.

Following Batsuren et al. (2021), our work in-
vestigates how the tokenization of Spanish nouns
affects language model predictions involving a spe-
cific morphosyntactic rule, providing insight into
how morphologically-aware tokenization affects
NLP model performance.

3 Model and Data

All experiments use BETO, a Spanish pre-trained
BERT model (Cañete et al., 2020) with 110M
parameters trained on approximately 3B words.
BETO uses a SentencePiece tokenizer (Kudo and
Richardson, 2018) with a 32K vocab size.

3.1 Data

All plural nouns and their singular form lemmas
were extracted from the AnCora Treebanks (Alonso
and Zeman, 2016). Plurals were categorized ac-
cording to their affix. Nouns ending in vowels use

the plural suffix -s, while nouns ending in conso-
nants use the suffix -es. Plurals were also annotated
for their grammatical gender by a native Spanish
speaker. Irregular nouns, misspellings, and words
not listed in the Real Academia Española (RAE)
online dictionary were excluded.

3.2 Identifying Tokenization Type
We created three lists of plurals: one-token
(n=1247), multi-token morphemic (n=508), and
multi-token non-morphemic (n=627). One-token
plurals are stored as single tokens in the tokenizer’s
vocabulary. We then categorized multi-token plu-
rals as morphemic or non-morphemic. If tokeniza-
tion followed morpheme boundaries (e.g., naran-
jas as [‘naranja’, ‘##s’]), the noun was categorized
as morphemic; if not, it was categorized as non-
morphemic (e.g., neuronas is tokenized as [‘neuro’,
‘##nas’]).

3.3 Relationship of Tokenization to Frequency
Using oral frequency measures for 2071 target plu-
ral wordforms available in a corpus of over 3M
spoken words (Alonso et al., 2011), we examined
the relationship between a wordform’s frequency
and how it was tokenized. A linear model pre-
dicting Log Frequency from Tokenization Scheme
explained significant variance [R2 = 0.33]. With
MORPHEMIC level as a reference class (i.e., inter-
cept), the NON-MORPHEMIC plural nouns were
significantly less frequent [β = −0.18, SE =
0.03, p < .001], while the SINGLE-TOKEN plu-
ral nouns were significantly more frequent [β =
0.59, SE = 0.03, p < .001]. As expected, the fre-
quency of a wordform was likely a major factor in
how it was tokenized (see also Appendix A.2).

Due to the relationship between tokenization
scheme and wordform frequency, we carried out
several supplementary analyses to determine the
extent to which frequency was a confound in the
results presented in Section 4. We found two key
results: first, BETO’s predictions were indeed more
accurate for more frequent wordforms; second,
however, BETO’s predictions were still more accu-
rate for some of the original tokenization schemes
than others, even controlling for wordform fre-
quency (see Appendix A.2 for details).

3.4 Artificial Tokenization Procedure
To investigate the effect of tokenizing a word-
form at the morpheme boundary, we artifi-
cially tokenized single-token and multi-token non-
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morphemic plural nouns by concatenating the to-
ken for the appropriate affix (e.g., “##es”) onto the
token(s) for the singular noun (Table 1).

Morpheme Original Artificial
Boundary Tokenization Tokenization
mujer+es [‘mujeres’] [‘mujer’, ‘##es’]
patrono+s [‘patr, ‘##onos’] [‘patr, ‘##ono’, ‘##s’]

Table 1: Artificial tokenizations for the words mujeres
‘women’ (mujer), and patronos ‘employers’ (patrono).

4 Study: Article-Noun Agreement

Our primary research question concerned the im-
pact of the original tokenization (TOKENIZATION

SCHEME) on an article agreement task, similar to
that implemented by Linzen et al. (2016). In Span-
ish, articles must agree with the number of the noun
(e.g., la mujer vs. las mujeres); learned representa-
tions for the target noun should thus be conducive
to predicting article number. We asked:

1. How does the initial tokenization scheme of
a plural noun impact the language model’s
ability to predict the correct article?

2. Does our artificial tokenization scheme pro-
vide sufficient information to facilitate suc-
cessful agreement?

3. How does the success of our artificial tokeniza-
tion scheme compare to the original tokeniza-
tion scheme for those nouns?

4.1 Method
Implementational details for the masked article pre-
diction task are available in Appendix A.1. Agree-
ment was assessed by taking the logarithm of the
relative probability of a plural vs. singular article
as predicted by a given noun. For a given word-
form (e.g., mujeres), a positive log-odds indicated
a higher probability was assigned to the plural ar-
ticle, while a negative log-odds indicated a higher
probability was assigned to the singular article. A
singular noun should be associated with a more
negative log-odds, while a plural noun should be
associated with a more positive log-odds. We con-
sidered both DEFINITE and INDEFINITE articles
(ARTICLE TYPE) for each wordform; the log-odds
calculation was performed separately for each type.

Accounting for the different presentations of
each wordform (i.e., definite vs. indefinite arti-
cle; original vs. artificial tokenization), our final

dataset had 13,276 observations in total, each with
an accompanying log-odds ratio. All data and visu-
alizations were analyzed in R; mixed effects mod-
els were fit using the lme4 package (Douglas Bates
et al., 2015). Maximal random effects structures
were fit where possible, and reduced as needed for
model convergence.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Impact of Initial Tokenization
We first asked whether the original tokenization
scheme used for plural nouns affected successful
agreement. We fit a mixed model with Log Odds
as a dependent variable, fixed effects of Tokeniza-
tion Scheme and Word Number (and an interaction
between the two), fixed effects of Article Type,
and random intercepts for each word lemma and
sentence. This model explained significantly more
variance than a model omitting only the interaction
[χ2(2) = 6.54, p = .04], suggesting that different
tokenization schemes were differentially success-
ful in predicting the appropriate article. Note that
this interaction was independent from the effect of
wordform frequency (see Appendix A.2).

However, as depicted in Figure 1, this effect was
quite small. Accuracy was near ceiling for all tok-
enization types, i.e., the Log Odds was larger than
0 for plural nouns and smaller than 0 for singular
nouns (see also Table 2). Thus, our results do not
suggest that morphologically-aligned tokenization
is required for good agreement performance.

Original Tokenization Original Artificial
Morphemic 0.97 —

Non-morphemic 0.98 0.96
Single-Token 0.98 0.97

Table 2: Accuracy scores for plural nouns only, using
either the original tokenization scheme for that class of
nouns or the artificially-induced morphemic scheme.

4.2.2 Success of Artificial Tokenization
Next, we artificially tokenized plural nouns that
would otherwise be tokenized non-morphemically
or as a single-token. To quantify the success of this
procedure, we fitted a linear mixed-effects model
predicting Log Odds with fixed effects of Article
Type, Word Number, Tokenization Scheme, and Af-
fix (‘##s’ or “##es”), as well as random intercepts
for word lemma and sentence.

This model explained significantly more vari-
ance than a model omitting only Word Number
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Figure 1: Log-odds varied significantly as a function
of noun number (singular vs. plural). The extent of
this variance interacted (weakly) with initial tokeniza-
tion (morphemic vs. non-morphemic vs. single-token)
and with whether the original or artificial tokenization
procedure was used. Larger log-odds indicate higher
probabilities of the plural article.

[χ2(1) = 11988, p < .001], indicating that the
artificial tokenization procedure still led to good
article number agreement performance: Log Odds
were significantly different for singular nouns and
artificially-tokenized plural nouns (see also Figure
1 and Table 2).

4.2.3 Comparing Default vs. Artificial
Tokenization Schemes

Finally, restricting our analysis to plural forms, we
asked whether a higher Log Odds was assigned
to artificially tokenized plural nouns than ones us-
ing the default scheme. We fitted a linear mixed-
effects model with fixed effects of Tokenization
Scheme (artificial or original), Affix, and Origi-
nal Tokenization Scheme (as well as random inter-
cepts for word lemma, sentence, and wordform,
and by-lemma random slopes for Tokenization
Scheme). This model did explain more variance
than a model omitting only Tokenization Scheme
[χ2(1) = 141.81, p < .001]. Critically, however,
the Log Odds for the artificially tokenized plural
nouns was lower (M = 3.38, SD = 2) than when
using the default tokenization (M = 3.95, SD =
2.15). In other words, the artificially-induced mor-
phemic tokenization was successful, but less so
than relying on the original scheme for those nouns.

5 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

To identify potential causes for the observed agree-
ment patterns across noun types (singular vs. dif-
ferent plural tokenizations), we considered the em-

Singular-plural
LDA axis

LDA
Axis 2

LDA
Axis 3 LDA

Axis 1

D
en
si
ty

singular one-token morph non-morph artificial

Figure 2: LDA for singular and plural embeddings re-
veals axes of overlap (left) and discriminability (right)
for differentially tokenized plural forms.

beddings of those nouns in the language model rep-
resentation space. We took each noun’s mean em-
bedding across the last four (out of twelve) BETO
Transformer layers, averaging over all tokens in
the noun. To minimize confounds from averag-
ing embeddings over different numbers of tokens,
we considered only two-token plurals in all multi-
token scenarios for embedding analyses.

We first identified the linear axis that maximally
separated single-token singular from plural nouns.
To do this, we ran linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) with two classes of embeddings: singular
nouns (all single-token) and single-token plural
nouns.2 We then projected all noun representations
linearly onto this axis, essentially projecting each
embedding into a single value. As expected, we
found that singular nouns clustered separately from
plural nouns (Figure 2, left). Notably, all types
of plurals (single-token, artificially tokenized, two-
token morphemic, and two-token non-morphemic)
patterned together and were not linearly discrim-
inable along this axis. This suggests that the model
could rely on similar number agreement mecha-
nisms for different types of plurals, but future work
would need to demonstrate causal impacts of this
singular-plural axis on number agreement predic-
tions (e.g. as in Mueller et al., 2022).

While the singular-plural LDA axis mapped dif-
ferent plural types to similar values, other axes
could separate embeddings for the different plu-
ral types. We used LDA to identify the three lin-
ear axes that maximally separated the four types
of plurals. As shown in Figure 2 (right), single-
token plurals and two-token non-morphemic plu-

2Given n sets of representations, LDA computes n − 1
directions in the language model representation space that
maximize separation between the sets.
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rals were separable from one another and from all
other plural types. The artificial and default mor-
phemic plurals had distinct clusters, but they were
not entirely separable from one another. This in-
dicates that even though the artificial tokenization
was never seen by the model during training, the
representations were still quite similar (e.g. due
to the presence of the ‘##s’ or ‘##es’ token). The
slight separation between these clusters may be
driven either by frequency effects or by veridical
differences in how the models represent number in
the two plural types.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

We assessed whether distinct tokenization schemes
impacted the ability of BETO (a Spanish language
model) to predict appropriate articles for Span-
ish plural nouns. Single-token representations fa-
cilitated slightly better predictions overall. How-
ever, the model did show evidence of generaliza-
tion consistent with having learned morpheme-like
“rules”: artificially re-tokenizing plural nouns along
morpheme boundaries produced representations
amenable to article prediction—despite the lan-
guage model never having previously observed
that sequence of tokens (see Figure 1)—though
this approach was slightly less accurate than rely-
ing on the original tokenization scheme. This pro-
vides further insight into work on language models
generalizing morphological patterns (Haley, 2020);
however, this does not work equally well for all
languages or models (Weissweiler et al., 2023).

Notably, the similar agreement performance
across single-token, morphological, non-
morphological, and artificially-tokenized plurals
could indicate multiple different agreement
mechanisms in the model. At least on this task,
tokenization along morpheme boundaries was not
correlated with improved agreement performance;
this is in contrast to other work suggesting that
morphologically aware tokenization improves per-
formance, e.g., in machine translation (Macháček
et al., 2018) or similarity judgments (Batsuren
et al., 2024). Future work might apply causal
interventions on different embedding axes (as
found in §5), to determine the extent to which
the same model subnetworks are involved in
number agreement for different types of plural
tokenizations, shedding light on the impacts of
tokenization on language model processing.

7 Limitations

A key limitation of the current work is scope. Fu-
ture work could consider additional morphologi-
cal phenomena, additional languages, and a larger
range of language models or tokenization schemes.
A second limitation is that the language model’s
performance was near-ceiling for each category
considered. It is possible that different tokeniza-
tion strategies do in fact impact agreement perfor-
mance under more challenging conditions, but that
the near-ceiling performance on this task made it
difficult to detect those differences. Future work
could work to develop more challenging tasks for
which the model is not at ceiling (as in Linzen
et al., 2016), or for which variance in how multi-
morphemic words are parsed might be expected to
contribute more to downstream performance (Bat-
suren et al., 2024). Finally, our work does not
demonstrate the extent to which different tokeniza-
tions rely on the same internal mechanisms for
agreement in the model (§6), which is a valuable
direction for future work.
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A Appendix

A.1 Article Agreement Task: Model Inputs
Within the sequence of model inputs, only the arti-
cle token was masked, and special tokens ([CLS],
[SEP]) were included, as in the examples below:

• Example model inputs for original single-
tokenizations: “[CLS] [MASK] mujeres
[SEP]”
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• Example model inputs for artificial (mor-
phemic) tokenizations: “[CLS] [MASK] mu-
jer ##es [SEP]”

• Example model inputs for original non-
morphemic multi-tokenizations: “[CLS]
[MASK] patr ##onos [SEP]”

• Example model inputs for artificial (mor-
phemic) tokenizations: “[CLS] [MASK] patr
##ono ##s [SEP]”

For each sequence of inputs independently, we ob-
tain BETO’s output logits over the target token
corresponding to the (1) definite singular, (2) indef-
inite singular, (3) definite plural, and (4) indefinite
plural articles. We subsequently apply softmax
normalization to each token’s logits to obtain the
log probabilities of filling the masked item with a
particular article.

A.2 Supplementary Analysis with Log
Frequency

Figure 3: Single-token plurals were significantly more
frequent than those tokenized according to morphemic
boundaries, which were more frequent than those tok-
enized according to non-morphemic substrings.

We ran a follow-up analysis asking whether the
Log Frequency of a wordform was predictive of
agreement success. This analysis had two key
goals. First, because Log Frequency was corre-
lated with Tokenization Scheme, we aimed to de-
termine whether the effect of Tokenization Scheme
on agreement success was in fact due to effects of
token frequency. Second, we were independently
interested in whether the language model made
better predictions for more frequent wordforms.

We fitted a linear mixed-effects model including
fixed effects of Tokenization Scheme, Word Num-

ber, and Log Frequency, as well as interactions be-
tween Word Number and Tokenization Scheme and
between Word Number and Log Frequency. We
also included random intercepts for word lemma
and sentence. This model explained significantly
more variance than a model omitting only the inter-
action between Log Frequency and Word Number
[χ2(1) = 17.89, p < .001]. The interaction was
negative [β = −0.35, SE = 0.08, p < .001], i.e.,
the plural article log-odds were more negative for
more frequent singular nouns. In other words, the
language model made better predictions for more
frequent nouns than less frequent nouns.

The full model also explained more variance
than a model omitting the interaction between
Word Number and Tokenization Scheme [χ2(2) =
11.24, p = .004]. This indicates that even control-
ling for wordform frequency, there was an inde-
pendent effect of how the wordform was initially
tokenized on the success of the language model’s
article predictions.
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